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1Department of Chemistry, University of Illinois at Chicago, Chicago, IllinoisABSTRACT Probes and biosensors that incorporate luminescent Tb(III) or Eu(III) complexes are promising for cellular imaging
because time-gated microscopes can detect their long-lifetime (approximately milliseconds) emission without interference from
short-lifetime (approximately nanoseconds) fluorescence background. Moreover, the discrete, narrow emission bands of Tb(III)
complexes make them uniquely suited for multiplexed imaging applications because they can serve as Fo¨rster resonance
energy transfer (FRET) donors to two or more differently colored acceptors. However, lanthanide complexes have low photon
emission rates that can limit the image signal/noise ratio, which has a square-root dependence on photon counts. This work de-
scribes the performance of a wide-field, time-gated microscope with respect to its ability to image Tb(III) luminescence and
Tb(III)-mediated FRET in cultured mammalian cells. The system employed a UV-emitting LED for low-power, pulsed excitation
and an intensified CCD camera for gated detection. Exposure times of ~1 s were needed to collect 5–25 photons per pixel from
cells that contained micromolar concentrations of a Tb(III) complex. The observed photon counts matched those predicted by a
theoretical model that incorporated the photophysical properties of the Tb(III) probe and the instrument’s light-collection char-
acteristics. Despite low photon counts, images of Tb(III)/green fluorescent protein FRET with a signal/noise ratio R 7 were
acquired, and a 90% change in the ratiometric FRET signal was measured. This study shows that the sensitivity and precision
of lanthanide-based cellular microscopy can approach that of conventional FRET microscopy with fluorescent proteins. The
results should encourage further development of lanthanide biosensors that can measure analyte concentration, enzyme acti-
vation, and protein-protein interactions in live cells.INTRODUCTIONFluorescent protein (FP) biosensors are routinely used
to image ion concentration, protein-protein interactions,
enzymatic activity, and other biological processes in living
cells (1–3). In recent years, investigators have made several
efforts to develop emissive Tb(III) and Eu(III) complexes
for similar types of intracellular imaging and sensing appli-
cations (4–9). These efforts sought to leverage two key
features of lanthanide luminophores: 1) millisecond-scale
excited-state lifetimes, and 2) multiple narrow (<10 nm,
half-maximal) emission bands that span the visible spec-
trum. Long-lived emission signals can be separated from
short-lived (approximately nanoseconds) fluorescence
background by time gating, where the detector is turned
on after a microsecond-scale delay after pulsed excitation.
Fo¨rster resonance energy transfer (FRET) biosensors that
pair lanthanide donors with conventional short-lifetime
fluorescent acceptors can be detected at high signal/back-
ground ratios because time-gated detection of long-lived,
lanthanide-sensitized emission eliminates directly excited
acceptor fluorescence and other nonspecific background,
and the narrow-band donor emission is easily filtered out
(10). Furthermore, lanthanide-based FRET offers a uniqueSubmitted March 16, 2015, and accepted for publication June 9, 2015.
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0006-3495/15/07/0240/9 $2.00potential for multiplexing because two or more biosensors
with a lanthanide donor and differently colored acceptors
can be detected in the same sample with single-wave-
length, near-UV excitation.
Time-gated (or time-resolved) microscopy in the micro-
to millisecond domain requires simpler and less expensive
components compared with those needed for nanosecond-
scale fluorescence lifetime imaging (11), and a variety of
such instruments have been reported (12–14). Various sys-
tems have employed flashlamps, UV lasers, or LEDs for
pulsed, epi-illumination, and mechanically or electronically
gated CCD cameras for wide-field image acquisition
(12,13,15–18). Time-resolved confocal microscopy has
also been explored (19,20). Numerous studies have reported
both time-gated and steady-state imaging of responsive
lanthanide sensors in living cells, including sensors for
Zn2þ, bicarbonate, pH, and singlet oxygen (21–24). Lantha-
nide biosensors may be designed as responsive probes that
exhibit an analyte-dependent change in emission intensity
or lifetime (6), or as FRET-based systems that use Tb(III)
or Eu(III) complexes as donors and FPs, organic dyes, or
even quantum dots as acceptors (8,25). The lanthanide-
based FRET approach can detect interactions between
donor-labeled and acceptor-labeled proteins (via a so-called
dual-chain biosensor) or conformational changes of a
single protein labeled with both a lanthanide donor and ahttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2015.06.028
Quantitative Lanthanide Probe Imaging 241fluorescent acceptor (via a single-chain biosensor). In either
case, changes in the donor/acceptor distance alter the energy
transfer efficiency, and an increase in FRET manifests as an
increase in the long-lifetime, donor-sensitized acceptor
emission intensity and a concomitant decrease in the donor
emission. Using such an approach, our lab has shown that
interactions between Tb(III)-labeled proteins and green FP
(GFP) fusions can be imaged in living cells by time-gated
detection of Tb(III)/GFP-sensitized emission (8,26).
To advance lanthanide-based, time-gated imaging to a
stage where it can be routinely used for quantitative, live-
cell studies, it is necessary to know the extent to which the
Tb(III) or Eu(III) probes’ long lifetimes, and therefore neces-
sarily low photon emission rates, affect the image signal/
noise ratio (S/N), which is proportional to the square root
of the number of photons/pixel incident on the camera (27).
In this article, we explicitly show that high-S/N (R7),
time-gated images of Tb(III) luminescence and Tb(III)/
GFP FRET can be acquired in living cells at acquisition
times (3–5 s) and estimated cellular probe concentrations
(1–10 mM) comparable to those reported for images obtained
by conventional FRET microscopy of FP biosensors. More-
over, our data show that acceptor-denominated FRET ratios
can be measured on a pixel-wise basis with <15% error.
We also present a set of equations that accurately determine
the expected number of photons that can be acquired from the
described time-gated imaging system using lanthanide
probes of known brightness. The measurements and calcula-
tions given here show that time-gated lanthanide biosensor
imaging can be applied to measure physiologically relevant
samples, and provide a means to guide and evaluate the
design of both the instrument and the probe.MATERIALS AND METHODS
A complete description of the materials and experimental methods used in
this work, including plasmid construction, cell culture, and intracellular
probe delivery, as well as the time-gated luminescence microscope and
its operation and calibration, is provided in Supporting Materials and
Methods in the Supporting Material.FIGURE 1 Simplified Jablonski diagram showing major energy
transitions in a sensitized lanthanide complex. Abbreviations: S, singlet
state; T, triplet state; A, absorption, ISC, intersystem crossing; ET,
triplet-to-lanthanide 4f* energy transfer; L, metal luminescence; NR,
nonradiative deexcitation.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Estimating the expected number of photons
per pixel
In a previous study (28), we reported a set of equations that
allow for prediction of the number of photons per pixel that
can be detected by the camera as a function of the number
of molecules in the illumination volume, the efficiency
with which those molecules are excited, and the photon
collection efficiency of the time-gated detection system.
The model presented here is mostly the same as the one
described in that work; however, the calculated value is
the expected number of photons/pixel incident on the cam-
era. Importantly, the excitation efficiency (Eex, Eq. 4) iscalculated differently here so that it more accurately reflects
the fraction of molecules that are excited at the end of a low-
power illumination pulse.
The number of photons that reach the intensified CCD
(ICCD) camera of the time-gated microscope is equal to
N ¼ nNexEexEem; (1)
where n is the number of molecules in a given focal volume,
Nex is the number of excitation/emission cycles in a single
camera exposure, Eex is the fraction of molecules that are
excited under the experimental illumination condition, and
Eem is the probability that a photon absorbed by a Tb(III)
complex will generate a photon that strikes the camera.
In most sensitized lanthanide complexes, population of
the metal excited state occurs via energy transfer from the
sensitizer excited state 1S1, through the triplet state
3T1, to
the emissive level of the coordinated lanthanide ion, 4f*
(Fig. 1) (29). To calculate Eex, the fraction of illuminated
lanthanide species that are excited at the end of the light
pulse, the process of lanthanide excitation and emission is
approximated as a reversible first-order reaction between
the sensitizer ground state (1S0) and the lanthanide metal
excited state (4f*),
1S0#
kexc
t1
4f ; (2)
with a rate law of the formd½
1S0
dt
¼ kexc½1S0  t1½4f : (3)
The rate of lanthanide excitation is a product of the rate
of sensitizer absorption (1S0-to-
1S1 transition) and the effi-
ciency of energy transfer from 1S1 to 4f* with a rate con-
stant, kexc ¼ kAQET. The rate of 4f* level deexcitation
equals the sum of the radiative and nonradiative rates, and
(kL þ kNR) ¼ t1. At the beginning of the excitation pulse,Biophysical Journal 109(2) 240–248
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[4f*] is equal to zero. Integration of Eq. 3 gives the fraction
of total lanthanide complexes that are in the excited state at
the end of an LED pulse of width equal to Tex:
Eex ¼ ½4f

½1S0 ¼
kexc  kexceðkexcþt1ÞTex
ðkexc þ t1Þ : (4)
The parameters of Eq. 4 can be measured or calculated from
spectroscopy and lifetime data. The overall energy transfer
efficiency from 1S1 to 4f* may be obtained from
QET ¼ Q0
QLn
; (5)
where QO is the overall quantum yield of the lanthanide
complex (0.54 for the Lumi4-Tb(III) complex used in this
study), and QLn is the intrinsic quantum yield of the coordi-
nated metal ion (29,30). The intrinsic quantum yield of a
Tb(III) complex is difficult to measure, but it may be esti-
mated as QTb(III) ¼ t/tR, where tR is the radiative lifetime
of the metal (31). The radiative lifetime itself may be esti-
mated by measuring the lifetime of the complex in D2O at
77 K (32), and a value of 3.45 ms was reported for
Lumi4-Tb(III), giving a value of QTb(III) equal to 0.77 and
a sensitization efficiency QET equal to ~0.7 (33).
The rate of absorption, kA, is a function of the sensitizer
absorptivity and the illumination parameters:
kA ¼

2303
εlexIex
NAhc

; (6)
where ε is the extinction coefficient of the Tb(III) complex
at the excitation wavelength (~8500 M1cm1), lex is the
wavelength of excitation light (365 107 cm), Iex is the in-
tensity of illumination at the sample plane (0.5 W cm2), NA
is Avogadro’s number, h is Planck’s constant, and c is the
speed of light.
The remaining components of Eq. 1 are as previously re-
ported (28). The probability of emitting a photon that strikes
the detector is given by
Eem ¼ QOEETRL; (7)
where QO is the overall quantum yield, and E is the
light-collection efficiency of the microscope. The overall
microscope collection efficiency cannot exceed that of the
objective lens (34),
hobj ¼
1
2
2
41
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1

NA
nr
2s 35htrans: (8)
The transmittance, htrans, of the 1.25 NA oil-immersion
objective used in this study is ~0.75. As the refractive indexBiophysical Journal 109(2) 240–248(nr) of immersion oil is 1.52, hobj is approximately equal to
0.16. The intensity is further attenuated by the emission
filter. The emission filter used for quantitative measure-
ments of Tb(III) luminescence (wavelength and bandwidth,
494 5 10 nm; catalog No. FF01-494-20, Semrock) passes
28% of the Tb(III) emission spectrum. Because we do not
know how much light is lost between the emission filter
and the camera, we assume it is negligible and estimate
the microscope collection efficiency to be 0.045 (0.16 
0.28).
The last term in Eq. 7, ETRL, is the proportion of the de-
caying luminescence emission from the probe molecules
that is collected during the detection window,
ETRL ¼ eDt=t

1 eT0=t; (9)
where T0 is the width of the intensifier gate window
(1480 ms) implemented after a time delay, Dt (10 ms),
and t is equal to the luminescence lifetime of the Tb(III)
complex (2.6 ms).Cellular measurements of Tb(III) luminescence
For this work, we used a previously reported cell-permeable
Tb(III) probe that consists of a heterodimer of trimethoprim
(TMP) linked to the macrocyclic complex, Lumi4-Tb(III)
(35), which is conjugated to the N-terminal cysteine of the
peptide CysArg9 via a reducible disulfide bond (TMP-
Lumi4-R9; Fig. 2 A) (36). When added to culture medium,
TMP-Lumi4-R9 directly enters the cytoplasm of living cells
and binds selectively to overexpressed E. coli dihydrofolate
reductase (eDHFR) fusion proteins with high affinity
(~1 nM KD) (36–38). Time-gated images were acquired
on an epifluorescence microscope equipped with an ICCD
camera as the gated detector and an LED emitting at
365 nm as the pulsed light source (28). The system inte-
grates multiple excitation/delay/detection cycles onto the
camera CCD sensor in a single frame, and usually multiple
frames are summed in a single acquisition to yield a com-
posite image with a bit depth equal to 1024 multiplied by
the number of frames. For example, a typical sequence
may consist of a 1.5 ms LED pulse followed by a 10 ms
delay, after which the intensifier is gated on for 1.5 ms.
A 1 s camera frame would integrate 330 of these cycles,
and the total acquisition time for a four-frame, 12-bit image
would be 4 s. Tb(III) and Tb(III)/GFP FRET signals were
separated using narrow-pass emission filters (Fig. 2 B). A
complete description of the microscope, including its oper-
ation and calibration, is provided in Supporting Materials
and Methods.
We first calibrated the time-gated microscope so that
we could relate the ICCD camera image’s pixel gray value
to the number of Tb(III) complexes detected by using
microbubbles containing an aqueous TMP-Lumi4-R9 solu-
tion dispersed in mineral oil as a calibration standard
FIGURE 3 Quantification of Tb(III) complex abundance and Tb(III)
luminescence signal levels in living cells. (A) Representative micrograph
of MDCKII cells that were incubated in serum-free medium containing
TMP-Lumi4-R9 (10 mM, 15 min, 37
C), washed, and imaged. Scale bar,
10 mm. The time-gated luminescence imaging parameters for the data pre-
sented in this figure were as follows: lex, 365 nm; lem, 4945 10 nm; gate
delay, 10 ms, intensifier gain, 833 V; frame length, 667 ms; number of exci-
tation/emission cycles per frame, 220; number of frames summed, 4; total
image acquisition time, 2.67 s. For quantification (n ¼ 36 cells, 2 separate
experiments), pixel gray values (total integrated counts and mean gray
value) were measured within a 30-pixel-diameter ROI located in the cyto-
plasm of a cell exhibiting diffuse luminescence, and gray values from a
nearby background ROI were subtracted (white circles). (B) Distribution
of cytoplasmic Tb(III) complex abundance (number of complexes per
pixel). (C) Distribution of cytoplasmic Tb(III) complex concentration, esti-
mated from calculated Tb(III) abundance and an assumed cell height of
5 mm. (D) Number of incident photons per pixel-equivalent area measured
(circles) and expected as calculated from Eq. 1 (squares) versus the number
of Tb(III) complexes per pixel (bottom x axis) and cytoplasmic Tb(III) con-
centration (top x axis).
FIGURE 2 (A) Chemical structure of TMP-Lumi4-R9, the cell-perme-
able, protein-targeted Tb(III) complex used in this study. (B) UV-Vis ab-
sorption (dotted, left y axis) and normalized emission (solid, right y axis)
spectra of Lumi4-Tb (blue) and EGFP (green). Long-lifetime emission
signals were microscopically imaged through narrow-pass filters (colored
bands: Tb(III), blue; Tb(III)/GFP FRET, green). To see this figure in color,
go online.
Quantitative Lanthanide Probe Imaging 243(Supporting Materials and Methods; Fig. S1). With a means
to relate the pixel gray value to Tb(III) complex abundance,
we were able to determine the number of luminescent
molecules that were present in a region of the cytoplasm
of living cells that had been loaded with TMP-Lumi4-R9.
Fig. 3 A shows a representative image of MDCKII cells
that were incubated in culture medium containing 10 mM
of TMP-Lumi4-R9 for 15 min, washed, and imaged. The
total counts in a cytoplasmic region of interest (ROI) and
a nearby background ROI were measured from a sample
of cells (n ¼ 36) that exhibited diffuse Tb(III) luminescence
throughout the cytoplasm and nucleus. The background-
subtracted signals observed in cells were compared with
the calibration standard to determine the number of Tb(III)
complexes detected in a single camera pixel, the distribution
of which is shown in Fig. 3 B. We did not directly measure
the thickness of the cells, but literature values of 5–10 mm
have been reported for the cytoplasmic region of MDCKII
and other cell types adherent on glass coverslips (39–41).
Assuming a thickness of 5 mm, all luminescent molecules
within the ROI should be registered on the detector, and it
was possible to estimate the cytoplasmic concentration(Fig. 3 C). In nearly all cells measured, the estimated
concentration was lower than the incubation concentration
of 10 mM, which is to be expected if probe uptake is due
to transmembrane diffusion.
We also calibrated the microscope so that we could relate
the pixel gray value to incident irradiance in units of photons
per pixel-equivalent area (Supporting Materials and
Methods; Fig. S2). The intensifier component of the ICCD
camera is fiber-optically coupled to a CCD chip with a
1.6:1 taper ratio such that a single 6.45  6.45 mm pixel
on the sensor maps to a 10.35  10.35 mm region on the
photocathode (~107 mm2). We performed the calibration
by imaging a slide containing a concentrated fluorescein
solution, independently measuring the photon flux at the
camera port, and plotting gray values versus exposure
times. Photon flux was measured in two ways: 1) byBiophysical Journal 109(2) 240–248
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where the gain voltage was increased such that single de-
tected photons were visible above the CCD noise floor,
and the intensifier gate-on period was reduced to ensure
that <1 photon was incident per pixel; and 2) by using a
conventional CCD that was calibrated using the photon
transfer curve method as a photon detector. Both methods
yielded linear calibration curves with slopes that agreed
within 20%. By applying this calibration to the same data
set used for intracellular concentration measurements, we
found that the number of photons per pixel-equivalent
area ranged from ~5–25 photons when the apparent number
of Tb(III) complexes per pixel-equivalent area ranged from
~120–750 (estimated cytoplasmic concentration range: 1.6–
10 mM; Fig. 3 D). Taking into account the length of a single
CCD integration period (0.67 s), we collected ~1 photon/s
for every 17 Tb(III) complexes.
We were interested in knowing how these measured
values compared with predicted values based on the photo-
physical properties of the luminescent Tb(III) complex and
the light-collection characteristics of the microscope sys-
tem. As can be seen in Fig. 3 D, the number of photons
per pixel-equivalent area predicted by Eq. 1 exceeds the
actual number measured by a factor of ~1.4. The correspon-
dence between prediction and measurement is remarkably
close when one considers that we only estimate certain
parameters. For example, the microscope light-collection
efficiency is probably overestimated because we assume
negligible light loss between the objective and the detector,
yet we probably underestimate the rate of sensitizer absorp-
tion because Eq. 6 does not account for the finite spectral
bandwidth of the LED excitation source. Also, we do not
know whether or to what extent Tb(III) luminescence is
quenched inside cells, and such quenching would alter the
lifetime and quantum yield values. Despite these uncer-
tainties, the model offers a means to reasonably estimate
the microscopic detectability of lanthanide probes and sen-
sors based on their spectroscopic properties, and to optimize
imaging parameters such as excitation, detection window
length, and illumination intensity.Cellular measurements of Tb(III)-mediated FRET
To obtain live-cell measurements of FP-based biosensor
activity, investigators often use so-called three-cube FRET
methods to isolate the sensitized emission signal from
directly excited acceptor fluorescence and donor bleed-
through into the acceptor channel, as well as to account
for the dependence of the FRET signal on localized fluo-
rophore concentration. With these methods, images are ac-
quired using three different filter sets: 1) donor excitation
and emission, 2) donor excitation and acceptor emission
(the FRET channel), and 3) acceptor excitation and emis-
sion. The images are then processed postacquisition to
calculate a FRET index or to obtain a measure of FRETBiophysical Journal 109(2) 240–248efficiency by applying instrument-specific calibration fac-
tors (42,43). A significant problem is that stochastic noise
(e.g., photon shot noise and detector noise) associated
with each raw image propagates into the final FRET image,
and the overall precision of the FRET measurement may be
too low to detect small changes in biosensor activity (44,45).
For example, three-cube measurements of FRET efficiency
in cells expressing two interacting proteins often have a
percent error ranging from 10% to 20% (46–48). When
measuring single-chain biosensor activity, a ratio of the
FRET signal to either the donor or acceptor signal is suffi-
cient, and two-color ratios can be measured more precisely,
often with <10% error.
A key challenge of FRET experiments, then, is to collect
enough signal photons above background while minimizing
the image acquisition time and overall cellular biosensor
concentration. Shorter exposures reduce phototoxicity and
increase temporal resolution, and low sensor concentrations
are more likely to yield physiologically relevant measure-
ments. For purposes of comparison, the limiting concentra-
tion for microscopically detecting GFP fluorescence above
autofluorescence background in the cytoplasm of living
cells is ~200 nM (49). More typically, FPs are imaged in
mammalian cells at concentrations of 1–10 mM (106–107
copies per cell) (41,50). At these levels, subsecond exposure
times are often sufficient to acquire single-channel images
with S/N > 4.5 (51), which is calculated to be the minimum
S/N of the denominator that allows for bias-free ratioing of
two images (52). Shorter acquisition times and/or lower
cellular probe concentrations are possible when probes are
localized to membranes or other subcellular structures.
The image S/N is the precision with which intensity is
measured at the single-pixel level, and is defined as the
mean pixel gray value divided by its standard deviation
(SD), or the inverse of the coefficient of variation. To
estimate the precision of time-gated Tb(III)/GFP FRET
imaging, we imaged the intramolecular FRET signal in
MDCKII cells that stably expressed a three-component pro-
tein chimera, histone 2B-GFP-eDHFR (H2B-GFP-eDHFR).
Measurements of GFP fluorescence in lysed samples of
these cells indicated that the protein was expressed at a
fairly low cellular concentration of 1.10 5 0.01 mM
(mean5 SD), or ~106 molecules/cell (Supporting Materials
and Methods). After loading with TMP-Lumi4-R9, contin-
uous-wave images of GFP fluorescence and time-gated
images of Tb(III) luminescence and Tb(III)/GFP-sensitized
emission were acquired (Fig. 4 A). Twenty-five identical
images were acquired in each channel. The images were
corrected for bias, shading, and photobleaching, and then
aligned and stacked (see Supporting Materials and
Methods). Z-projections through each stack yielded images
of the mean pixel gray value and its SD, and these data were
used to create maps of FRET S/N and photons per pixel
in the FRET channel (Fig. 4 A). On average, 14 5 2
(mean5 SD) FRET photons per ~107 mm2 pixel-equivalent
FIGURE 4 Time-gated Tb(III)/GFP FRET im-
aging has an S/N and dynamic range comparable
to those of conventional FRET microscopy with
FPs. MDCKII cells stably expressing H2B-
EGFP-eDHFR were incubated with TMP-Lumi4-
R9 (10 mM, 15 min, 22
C). (A) Micrographs
(top) show representative images of steady-state
GFP fluorescence (lex, 480 5 20 nm; lem,
535 5 25 nm), time-gated Tb(III) luminescence
(lex, 365 nm; lem, 620 5 10 nm; gate delay, 10
ms), and time-gated Tb(III)/GFP FRET (lex,
365 nm; lem, 520 5 10 nm; gate delay, 10 ms).
Scale bar, 20 mm. The pixel-wise mean intensity
and its SD were determined for steady-state GFP
fluorescence and time-gated Tb(III)/GFP FRET
from 25-image stacks acquired for each channel.
Color maps show the FRET channel S/N, the num-
ber of photons per pixel-equivalent area, the
FRET/GFP ratio, and its associated error. The
mean and SD for each quantity within the field of
view are given in parentheses. Time-gated imaging parameters for FRET channel images: frame length, 1.33 s; number of excitation/emission cycles,
440; number of frames summed, 4; total image acquisition time, 5.33 s. GFP channel imaging parameters: frame length, 66.7 ms (during which the intensifier
was gated on 15 times for 0.1 ms under steady-state illumination; lex, 4805 20 nm); number of frames summed, 4; total image acquisition time, 270 ms. (B)
The mean percent decrease in the ratio of time-gated, Tb(III)-sensitized GFP emission to steady-state, directly excited GFP emission (DR/RFA) at the indi-
cated time points after addition of TMP (final concentration, 100 mM) to the growth medium. Error bars, mean5 SE; number of cells, 11. To see this figure in
color, go online.
Quantitative Lanthanide Probe Imaging 245area were collected from luminescent nuclei within single
1.33 s frames, and summation of four frames (total acqui-
sition time, 5.33 s) yielded a pixel-wise S/N of 7 5 2
(mean 5 SD) across the field of view.
For FRET imaging with Tb(III) donors and GFP ac-
ceptors, a ratio of the FRET signal to either the donor or
acceptor signal should be sufficient for quantitative studies
because time-gating eliminates directly excited GFP fluo-
rescence, and donor bleed-through into the acceptor channel
is negligible (Fig. 2 B). Fig. 4 A shows maps of the time-
gated FRET/GFP fluorescence ratio and its associated error,
which averaged 14%5 8% (mean5 SD) across the field of
view. Notably, the ratio error depended partly on the S/N of
the GFP image, which averaged 11 5 2 (mean 5 SD; see
Supporting Materials and Methods). For this data set, the
GFP imaging parameters could have been further optimized
to reduce noise by increasing the exposure time or summing
more frames, and this would have reduced the observed er-
ror in the FRET ratio. In this study, however, we were not
able to obtain reliable donor-denominated FRET ratios
because the amount of intracellular Tb(III) complex varied
widely, and the Tb(III) signal was quenched to near-back-
ground levels in cells that contained low levels of Tb(III)
probe relative to fusion protein, as can be seen in Fig. 4 A.
Another important metric of biosensor performance is
the dynamic range, or the relative increase or decrease in
the FRET signal corresponding to the detected biochemical
event (53). To estimate the potential dynamic range of time-
gated, Tb(III)/GFP FRET imaging, we again used MDCKII
cells that stably expressed H2B-GFP-eDHFR. After loading
with TMP-Lumi4-R9, we monitored the acceptor-normal-
ized FRET signal acquired both before and at various timepoints after addition of TMP to the culture medium. TMP
diffused into cells and outcompeted TMP-Lumi4-R9 for
binding to H2B-GFP-eDHFR, resulting in a 90% decrease
in the FRET/GFP ratio over a period of 35 min (Fig. 4 B).
A surprising feature of the data presented in Fig. 4 is that
the pixel-wise S/N is relatively high (7 5 2, mean 5 SD)
despite mean irradiance levels of only ~14 photons per
pixel-equivalent area. The CCD sensor S/N is equal to the
number of detected photons divided by the root mean-
squared sum of all noise sources, and a simplified noise
model for ICCD cameras can be expressed as
S : N ¼ ﬃﬃﬃnp hPCSﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
F2hPCðSþ BÞ
p ; (10)
where n is the number of frames summed to form the image;
hPC is the fraction of incident photons that are converted to
photoelectrons by the photocathode; S and B are the number
of incident signal and background photons/pixel, respec-
tively; and F is a factor that accounts for the added noise
of the gain process. The GenIII intensifier used in the
Mega-10EX camera incorporates a GaAsP photocathode
(hpc ¼ ~0.4) and has a noise factor equal to 1.6 (54,55).
We applied Eq. 10 to the irradiance levels measured for
cellular Tb(III) luminescence (shown in Fig. 3 D). When
we calculated the S/N as the mean gray value divided by
its SD within cytoplasmic ROIs, it ranged from 6 to 18,
and the corresponding irradiance ranged from 5 to 35 pho-
tons per pixel-equivalent area (Fig. 5 A). The measured
gray-value S/N appears to exceed the Poisson noise limit
in that S/N is greater than the square root of the mean num-
ber of incident photons. The observed pixel-wise S/N in theBiophysical Journal 109(2) 240–248
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than the expected value calculated from Eq. 10.
The apparent discrepancy between the gray-value S/N
and the expected value based on irradiance levels is due to
the fact that noise models like the one given in Eq. 10
neglect the spatial effects that the intensification process
has on the detector output noise (56). Image intensifiers sub-
stantially broaden the point spread function (PSF) of ICCD
cameras relative to that of conventional CCD cameras. A
fraction of photons incident on the intensifier photocathode
are converted to photoelectrons, some of which enter the mi-
crochannel plate. Secondary electrons are generated that
exit the microchannel plate and strike a phosphor, which
fluoresces. For each photon detected at the photocathode,
up to 104 photons may be generated that strike multiple
pixels on the CCD sensor (57). Each stage of this process
propagates existing Poisson noise and adds an additional
noise component, hence the noise factor term in Eq. 10.
However, the signal from single events at the photocathode
is blurred over several pixels on the CCD (Fig. 5 B), and
because of this, adjacent detection events are spatially corre-FIGURE 5 Intensifier blurring increases the image S/N. (A) Mean pixel
gray value divided by its SD (measured S/N, circles) and the S/N predicted
from Eq. 10 (squares) are plotted against the mean number of photons per
pixel-equivalent area. The same data presented in Fig. 3 were used here.
(B) Estimated PSF of the ICCD camera used in this study. The plot repre-
sents the normalized, background-subtracted signal obtained from an
average of 100 single-photon images.
Biophysical Journal 109(2) 240–248lated. Blurring degrades spatial resolution, but the spatial
correlation it produces filters noise (56–59). Thus, the gray-
scale S/N may be greater than that expected from Poisson
statistics, despite the added noise of the gain process, as
our data show.CONCLUSIONS
We sought to evaluate the performance of time-gated mi-
croscopy with lanthanide-based probes under conditions
similar to those used when imaging FP biosensors. As ex-
pected, relatively few photons (e.g., <30 photons/pixel)
were detected when a long-lifetime Tb(III) complex was
imaged in living cells at micromolar concentrations. Despite
low photon counts, we were able to achieve acceptable
precision (S/N > 7) by employing frame summing, albeit
with some loss of temporal resolution. The pixel-wise S/N
was also increased by the inherent blurring effects of the
intensifier tube. Total acquisition times of 2.67 s and
5.33 s were needed to obtain images of Tb(III) luminescence
diffusely distributed in the cytoplasm and Tb(III)/GFP
FRET localized to histones, respectively. In comparison,
previous studies achieved similar S/N values in subsecond
acquisition times when FP biosensors were imaged in the
cytoplasm at micromolar concentrations (41,51). Although
it has a faster single-channel image acquisition rate, conven-
tional FRET microscopy requires three separate images to
accurately quantify intermolecular FRET (42), and its total
acquisition times are at least 3–5 s, even on optimized sys-
tems with motorized filter changers (44). With time-gated
microscopy, only two images should be needed because
directly excited acceptor fluorescence is eliminated. Thus,
the temporal resolution and S/N of lanthanide-based
FRET imaging obtained with the system described here
approach those achievable with fluorescence protein-based
methods, although with reduced spatial resolution.
This study further supports the viability of lanthanide-
based cellular microscopy and should encourage efforts to
synthesize brighter probes, increase instrument sensitivity,
and develop Tb(III) and Eu(III) biosensors for multiplexed
imaging applications. Because they do not self-quench,
several metal complexes could be incorporated into a single
molecule to improve brightness (60). Our measurements
show that even a threefold greater probe brightness would
improve the S/N and temporal resolution to levels that
surpass those of FP-based FRET imaging. With respect to
the time-gated microscope design, wide-field detection
coupled with signal amplification, such as that provided
by an ICCD camera, is critical for obtaining images in rela-
tively fast times. The calculations presented here provide a
means to optimize photon collection efficiency by varying
the time-gating parameters. Finally, thanks to their discrete,
narrow emission bands, lanthanide complexes have an un-
matched potential for multiplexing (61). Multicomponent
visualization of protein activities and second-messenger
Quantitative Lanthanide Probe Imaging 247concentrations will be crucial for studying cell signaling and
other complex biological processes (3,62,63). Time-gated
detection of five molecular interactions in the same sample
has already been demonstrated in solution phase with the
use of Tb(III)-mediated FRET (64). Our results suggest
that similar performance could ultimately be achieved in a
cellular imaging context.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
Supporting Materials and Methods and two figures are available at http://
www.biophysj.org/biophysj/supplemental/S0006-3495(15)00611-6.
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